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SUMMARY
Transcription by RNA polymerase II (Pol II) is coupled to pre-mRNA splicing, but the underlying mechanisms
remain poorly understood. Co-transcriptional splicing requires assembly of a functional spliceosome on
nascent pre-mRNA, but whether and how this influences Pol II transcription remains unclear. Here we
show that inhibition of pre-mRNA branch site recognition by the spliceosome component U2 snRNP leads
to a widespread and strong decrease in new RNA synthesis from human genes. Multiomics analysis reveals
that inhibition of U2 snRNP function increases the duration of Pol II pausing in the promoter-proximal region,
impairs recruitment of the pause release factor P-TEFb, and reduces Pol II elongation velocity at the begin-
ning of genes. Our results indicate that efficient release of paused Pol II into active transcription elongation
requires the formation of functional spliceosomes and that eukaryotic mRNA biogenesis relies on positive
feedback from the splicing machinery to the transcription machinery.
INTRODUCTION

In eukaryotic cells, RNA polymerase II (Pol II) transcribes protein-

coding genes to synthesize pre-messenger RNAs (pre-mRNAs)

that undergo co-transcriptional processing to yield mature

mRNAs. Co-transcriptional pre-mRNA processing includes 50

capping, splicing, 30 cleavage, and polyadenylation of the pre-

mRNA (Bentley, 2014). Co-transcriptional splicing of introns in

pre-mRNAs underlies the production of different mRNA isoforms

during alternative splicing. Co-transcriptional splicing results

from an extensive crosstalk between the transcription machin-

ery, the spliceosome, and the chromatin template (Bentley,

2014; Hsin and Manley, 2012; Kornblihtt et al., 2013).

Indeed, transcription and splicing are intimately linked both

physically and functionally (Custódio and Carmo-Fonseca,

2016; Herzel et al., 2017; Neugebauer, 2019; Saldi et al., 2016;

Tellier et al., 2020; Wallace and Beggs, 2017). The phosphory-

lated C-terminal domain (CTD) of Pol II recruits splicing factors

(Misteli and Spector, 1999; Mortillaro et al., 1996; Nojima et al.,

2018; Vincent et al., 1996) and stimulates splicing in vitro (Hirose

et al., 1999) and in vivo (Fong and Bentley, 2001; McCracken

et al., 1997). Mutation of the CTD impairs recruitment of the

splicing factor U2AF65 and causes a slower elongation rate in

a reporter gene (Gu et al., 2013). Pol II interacts with the catalyt-

ically active spliceosome (Harlen et al., 2016; Nojima et al.,

2018). Mutations in the elongation factor Spt5 affect splicing

(Burckin et al., 2005; Diamant et al., 2012; Lindstrom et al.,

2003; Liu et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2005) and can modulate spli-

ceosome assembly (Maudlin and Beggs, 2019). Splicing occurs
1920 Molecular Cell 81, 1920–1934, May 6, 2021 ª 2021 Elsevier Inc
in the range of minutes and is limited by the rate of Pol II elonga-

tion (Wachutka et al., 2019). Changes in Pol II elongation velocity

can alter splicing patterns (Aslanzadeh et al., 2018; Braberg

et al., 2013; Fong et al., 2014; Howe et al., 2003; Maslon et al.,

2019; de la Mata et al., 2003) and splicing fidelity (Aslanzadeh

et al., 2018; Fong et al., 2014). Differences in promoter strength

influence alternative splicing (Cramer et al., 1997; Fededa et al.,

2005; Kadener et al., 2001). Also, a high Pol II occupancy corre-

lates with increased intron retention (Braunschweig et al., 2014).

Coupling between transcription and splicing is thought to be

initiated by the synthesis of nascent RNA that contains elements

for spliceosome assembly. After Pol II passes a splice site

sequence, the corresponding elements will appear in the nascent

RNA that emerges from the Pol II surface and can trigger the bind-

ing of small nuclear RNA-protein particles (snRNPs) and assembly

of the spliceosome. Passage of Pol II over a 50 splice site (50 SS)
leads to binding of the U1 snRNP, whereas passage over the

branch site (BS) and 30 splice site (30 SS) enables binding of U2

snRNP (Kotovic et al., 2003; Lacadie and Rosbash, 2005).

Recently, it was shown that transcribing Pol II can directly bind

U1 snRNP and retain the 50 SS near the exit site for nascent pre-

mRNA, suggesting the formation of a growing intron loop on Pol

II that supports scanning for the BS and the 30 SS (Zhang et al.,

2020a).Subsequent recruitmentofU2snRNPmay then lead to for-

mationof thespliceosomalAcomplex,orpre-spliceosome,before

downstream assembly of the complete spliceosome and splicing.

There is also increasing evidence that splicing can influence

transcription, but the physical and kinetic basis for this remains

unclear. It was long known that the presence of introns can
.
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Figure 1. Rapid splicing inhibition in human cells

(A) Tris-Bis PAGE analysis of Cy5-labeledMINX and PM5 pre-mRNAs from in vitro splicing reaction in HeLa S3 nuclear extract treated with DMSO or 1 mMPla-B.

The pre-mRNAs and splicing intermediates are indicated on the left. Figures are composites. Splicing reactions were run together with other Pla-B concen-

trations, but only DMSO and 1 mM Pla-B are shown (see original images in Mendeley repository data).

(legend continued on next page)
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increase transcriptional efficiency (Brinster et al., 1988; Furger

et al., 2002). Furthermore, the presence of a 50 SS in the proximity

of the promoter can enhance transcription in yeast and mam-

mals (Furger et al., 2002). Insertion of a 50 SS or a complete intron

into an intronless gene enhances mRNA production, possibly

because of the recruitment of transcription initiation factors

(Damgaard et al., 2008). Deletion of an intron or splicing inhibition

with the small-molecule inhibitor spliceostatin A (SSA) (Kaida

et al., 2007) lead to an overall reduction of transcriptional output

and the transcription-associated trimethylation of histone H3

residue lysine-4 (H3K4me3) (Bieberstein et al., 2012). Splicing in-

hibition also reduces transcription from nearby promoters and

affects transcription start site (TSS) usage (Fiszbein et al., 2019).

Certain splicing factors stimulate transcription elongation, sug-

gesting a spliceosome-dependent checkpoint for elongation. U2

snRNP stimulates elongation in vitro by binding of the elongation

factor TAT-SF1 that interacts with the positive transcription elon-

gation factor b (P-TEFb) (FongandZhou, 2001). The splicing factor

SKIP enhances HIV-TAT transactivation through P-TEFb interac-

tion (Brès et al., 2005). The splicing factor SC35 (or SRSF2) influ-

ences transcriptionelongationandP-TEFbrecruitmentat selected

genes (Lin et al., 2008). Depletion of SRSF2 causes Pol II accumu-

lation at gene promoters and impairs P-TEFb recruitment (Ji et al.,

2013). Binding of the pre-exon-junction complex component

Mago to nascent RNA facilitates Pol II pausing inDrosophila (Akh-

tar et al., 2019). In a yeast strainwith a BSmutation, Pol II accumu-

lates over introns (Chathoth et al., 2014). Inhibition of the splicing-

associated NUAK1 kinase increases Pol II occupancy near the

TSS and at the first exon-intron border (Cossa et al., 2020). The

U1snRNPprotectspre-mRNAs frompremature cleavageandpol-

yadenylation (Kaida et al., 2010), hence determining mRNA length

(Berg et al., 2012; Oh et al., 2017). Functional disruption of U1

snRNP increases promoter-proximal RNA cleavage (Almada

et al., 2013; Chiu et al., 2018), and promoter-proximal polyadeny-

lation sites reduce transcription activity (Andersen et al., 2013).

Despite these studies, it has not been investigated whether a

rapid inhibition of spliceosome function leads to changes in

cellular RNA synthesis activity and whether such changes are

due to alterations in transcription initiation or elongation. Here

we use three different approaches to inhibit U2 snRNP function

in human cells and monitor RNA synthesis and splicing

genome-wide using transient transcriptomesequencing (TT-seq)
(B) SYBR-gold staining of nuclear acids isolated from pull-down ofMS2-MBP splic

Pla-B. E1, E2, elutions from amylose. snRNAsmarker is indicated on the left. Reac

pre-mRNA samples were vertically flipped from the original image; see Mendele

(C) Experimental design. TT-seq was performed on K562 cells after 1 and 4 h trea

(4sU) labeling time.

(D) Agarose gel showing spliced and unspliced RT-PCR products for total and 4s

DMSO treatments for regions spanning exons 2 and 3 of DNAJB1 (unspliced, 597

352 bp). See also Table S1.

(E) Ratio of spliced reads over total unspliced and spliced reads upon 1 h of DM

(F) Ratio of spliced reads over total unspliced and spliced reads upon 1 h of DMSO

introns. A total of 4,698 major isoforms containing at least four exons were cons

(G) Ratio of spliced reads over total unspliced and spliced reads as in (E) upon 4

(H) Ratio of spliced reads over total unspliced and spliced reads as in (F) upon 4 h

each group. Lower and upper boxes are the first and third quartiles, respectively

Outliers are not drawn.

***p < 2.2 3 10�16 by Wilcoxon signed rank test.
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(Schwalb et al., 2016; Wachutka et al., 2019). We further monitor

changes in Pol II occupancy with mammalian native elongating

transcript sequencing (mNET-seq) (Nojima et al., 2015). Together

with further experiments, our results show that inhibition of U2

snRNP function decreases RNA synthesis genome-wide, in-

creases Pol II pause duration near the promoter, and decreases

Pol II elongation velocity at the beginning of genes. Our results

suggest that efficient P-TEFb recruitment and release of paused

Pol II into active transcription elongation is stimulated by co-tran-

scriptional formation of functional spliceosomes.

RESULTS

Rapid splicing inhibition in human cells
To specifically inhibit spliceosome assembly and function at an

early stage genome-wide in human cells, we used the splicing in-

hibitor pladienolide B (Pla-B) (Kotake et al., 2007). Pla-B binds

the spliceosomal U2 snRNP component SF3B (Cretu et al.,

2018; Effenberger et al., 2016; Yokoi et al., 2011), which is essen-

tial for BS recognition (Gozani et al., 1996, 1998; Kr€amer et al.,

1999), and inhibits usage of the BS (Cretu et al., 2018; Effen-

berger et al., 2016), thereby impairing co-transcriptional splicing

(Drexler et al., 2020) and perturbing occupancy of genes with

transcriptionally engaged Pol II (Nojima et al., 2015, 2018;

Schlackow et al., 2017). Pla-B binds to a hinge of the SF3B sub-

unit 1 (SF3B1), blocking SF3B1 in an open conformation that pre-

vents the accommodation and stabilization of the U2 snRNA/BS

duplex (Cretu et al., 2018). Consequently, Pla-B leads to a stalled

‘‘A-like’’ spliceosomal complex containing U1 and U2 snRNPs,

impairing further spliceosome assembly in vitro (Cretu et al.,

2018; Effenberger et al., 2016). Consistent with these in vitro

studies, Pla-B treatment arrests spliceosome assembly in vivo,

causing cellular mobilization of the later stage spliceosome

component U5, but not of U1 and only partially of U2 (Tresini

et al., 2015).

Consistent with published results (Cretu et al., 2018; Effen-

berger et al., 2016), we found that a concentration of 1 mM Pla-

B inhibited splicing prior to the first catalytic step (Figure 1A)

and inhibited spliceosome assembly after U1 and U2 binding

in vitro (Figure 1B). To monitor changes in RNA synthesis after

spliceosome inhibition, we performed TT-seq and RNA

sequencing (RNA-seq) in K562 cells treated with 1 mM Pla-B or
eosome assembled onMINX andPM5 pre-mRNAs treated with DMSO or 1 mM

tions were run in the same gel, and they share the same snRNAsmarker (MINX

y repository data).

tments with DMSO (solvent control) or 1 mM Pla-B using a 10 min 4-thiouridine

U-labeled enriched RNAs upon 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, and 4 h of 1 mM Pla-B and 4 h

bp; spliced, 302 bp) and exons 3 and 4 of RIOK3 (unspliced, 650 bp; spliced,

SO or 1 mM Pla-B treatment.

or 1 mMPla-B treatment in first, intermediate (non-first and non-last), and last

idered in the analysis.

h of DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B treatment.

of DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B treatment. Black bars represent the median values for

. The ends of the whiskers extend the box by 1.5 times the interquartile range.
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with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as solvent control for 1 or 4 h

(Figure 1C). Cellular proliferation was not affected upon rapid

Pla-B treatment (Figure S1A, right). Both Pla-B and DMSO

were added to cell media at 1:20,000 dilutions to prevent side

effects of DMSO (Verheijen et al., 2019). RNA labeling with 4-thi-

ouridine (4sU) was carried out for 10 min. After 1 h of Pla-B treat-

ment, unspliced RT-PCR products and intron retention were

observed (Figure 1D; Figure S1B).

TT-seq monitors splicing inhibition genome-wide
TT-seq and RNA-seq data were generated from two indepen-

dent biological replicates. On average, we obtained 40 million

paired-end reads per sample for TT-seq and 25 million for

RNA-seq. TT-seq and RNA-seq data were mapped against the

hg38 (GRCh38) genome assembly (STAR methods). The exper-

iments were highly reproducible (Spearman correlation coeffi-

cients of 0.9 and 1) (Figures S1C and S1D). TT-seq and RNA-seq

data were globally normalized using spike-ins (STAR methods).

Because splicing inhibitors may vary in activity at different in-

trons and can cause intron retention or alternative splicing (Cor-

rionero et al., 2011; Teng et al., 2017), we included in our analysis

only major isoforms with 70% or higher prevalence per gene in

both DMSO and Pla-B conditions (STAR methods). For further

analysis, we considered 5,535 major isoforms of protein-coding

genes that showed read counts per kilobase (RPK) R 50 in TT-

seq 1 h solvent control replicates.

We analyzed our TT-seq data for the occurrence of reads

spanning exon-intron junctions (50 SS) and intron-exon junctions

(30 SS) (STAR methods) for a total of 15,551 50 SS and 14,840 30

SS after 1 h treatment and for 10,041 50 SS and 9,550 30 SS after

4 h treatment. The splicing ratio was calculated by dividing the

number of spliced reads by the total amount of spliced and

unspliced reads (STAR methods). In accordance with our obser-

vations (Figure 1D), the splicing ratio decreased slightly but

significantly (p < 2.23 10�16, Wilcoxon signed rank test) already

after 1 h of Pla-B treatment (Figure 1E). Splicing inhibition was

readily visible at the first introns (Figure 1F) and was observed

at all introns genome-wide upon 4 h of Pla-B treatment (Figures

1G and 1H), consistent with earlier observations (Effenberger

et al., 2014; Nojima et al., 2015). These results show that splicing

was rapidly inhibited genome-wide under our experimental

conditions.

Inhibition of U2 snRNP function decreases RNA
synthesis
Following these findings, we concentrated our analysis on study-

ing the earliest effects of splicing inhibition. We sequenced each

sample treated with Pla-B for 1 h at a depth of up to 100 million

paired-end reads. Metagene analysis showed that TT-seq

coverage across the gene body was strongly reduced (Figures

2A and 2C; Figure S2A). The level of this reduction was not

related to the expression level of genes (Figure S2B), arguing

against a direct effect of Pla-B on Pol II transcription. Consistent

with this, we found that Pla-B did not exhibit effects on Pol II ac-

tivity in vitro (Figure 2F), excluding Pla-B as a Pol II inhibitor. TT-

seq coverage was still strongly reduced when the experiment

was repeated with only 100 nM Pla-B (Figure S1A, left; Figures

S2C–S2F), a concentration that was recently reported to globally
diminish co-transcriptional splicing (Drexler et al., 2020). A less

pronounced decrease in RNA synthesis was observed at intron-

less protein-coding genes (Figure S2G), supporting a splicing-in-

dependent role of SF3B1 (Van Nostrand et al., 2016; Wang et al.,

2019). The drastic effects of Pla-B on RNA synthesis were

observed only by TT-seq, not by RNA-seq (Figures S2H–S2J),

which only detected the splicing defect through an accumulation

of unspliced introns (Figure S2J).

Metagene plots of the TT-seq signal upon 4 h of Pla-B treat-

ment showed a change in the slope toward the 30 regions of

genes (Figures 2B and 2C; Figure S2K), indicating defects in

Pol II elongation or processivity. As long human genes can

take 1 h or longer to be transcribed, RNA synthesis activity in

the 30 regions of long genes should be less affected upon 1 h

of Pla-B inhibition and more affected after 4 h. To investigate

this, we divided the major isoforms in different length classes

and plotted the ratio of Pla-B to DMSO on the last exons after

1 and 4 h of treatment. As expected, major isoforms longer

than 52 kbp showed a smaller change in transcription after

1 h of treatment compared with shorter major isoforms (Fig-

ure 2D, left; Figure S2L). In contrast, we observed that RNA

synthesis is strongly defective in major isoforms of all lengths

after 4 h of Pla-B treatment (Figure 2D, right; Figure S2M).

Long major isoforms are more affected than short major iso-

forms after 4 h of treatment, explaining the slope toward the

30 region observed in the metagene plot (Figure 2B). To inves-

tigate whether the effects of Pla-B on transcription are related

to splicing inhibition, we defined two groups of transcripts in

which splicing of the first intron was affected or unaffected,

on the basis of DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) analysis (STAR

methods). Indeed, RNA synthesis was significantly more

decreased for genes where splicing of the first intron was

affected (Figure 2E). Together, these results indicate that

splicing has a direct positive effect on transcription.

To further support our findings, we performed TT-seq in

K562 cells upon splicing inhibition using a different chemical

inhibitor, SSA. Similar to Pla-B, SSA targets SF3B1 and in-

hibits splicing in vitro and in vivo, interfering with spliceosome

assembly after A complex formation (Corrionero et al., 2011;

Kaida et al., 2007; Martins et al., 2011; Roybal and Jurica,

2010). Cellular proliferation was not affected upon rapid SSA

treatment, similarly to Pla-B treatment (Figure S3A). RT-PCR

analysis showed increased intron retention already after 1 h

of 30 ng/mL SSA (Figure S3B). TT-seq data were generated

from two independent biological replicates (Spearman correla-

tion coefficient = 1; Figure S3C) and globally normalized using

spike-ins (STAR methods). On average, 50 million paired-end

reads were obtained per sample. We found that SSA inhibited

splicing genome-wide after 1 h of treatment (Figure 3A). As for

Pla-B treatment, metagene analysis showed that new

RNA synthesis was impaired genome-wide (Figures 3B

and 3C) and that the decrease in RNA synthesis was signifi-

cantly higher for genes where splicing was more affected

(Figure 3F).

Inhibition of BS recognition decreases RNA synthesis
To exclude that the decrease in transcription after Pla-B or SSA

treatments was due to a stress response pathway triggered by
Molecular Cell 81, 1920–1934, May 6, 2021 1923
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Figure 2. Inhibition of the U2 snRNP factor SF3B1 decreases RNA synthesis

(A and B) Metagene analysis comparing TT-seq signal between cells treated with DMSO or 1 mMPla-B for 1 h (A) and 4 h (B). TT-seq coverage was averaged for

5,535 major isoforms scaled between TSS and poly(A)-site. See also Figures S2A and S2K. Solid lines represent the averaged signal, and the shaded area

represents the 95% confidence interval of the mean (bootstrap).

(C) TT-seq coverage track of AKAP1 gene upon 1 h and 4 h of DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B treatment (GViz R package).

(D) Ratio of 1 mMPla-B to DMSO antisense bias-corrected TT-seq read counts for last exons upon 1 h (left) and 4 h (right) treatments in four differentmajor isoform

length quartiles.

(E) Ratio of 1 mM Pla-B to DMSO antisense bias-corrected TT-seq read counts for splicing-affected and unaffected major isoforms upon 1 h (left) and 4 h (right)

treatments. Outliers are not drawn. ***p < 2.2 3 10�16 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

(F) RNA extension assay comparing the transcription activity of Pol II alone, Pol II plus DMSO, and Pol II in the presence of 1 mMPla-B over a time course of 10min

(left). Figures are composites. Images used for these figures were taken from gels of replicate 2 (see original images in Mendeley repository data). For each

replicate, RNA extension assays were performed at the same time, and gels were run in parallel. See also Table S2. Time-series plot comparing the normalized

intensity of RNA product (right). Geometric line represents the mean of four biological replicates, and error bars represent the standard deviation, n.s., p > 0.99 by

two-way ANOVA.
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the chemical compounds, we performed TT-seq after treating

cells with an antisense morpholino oligo targeting the U2 snRNA

(U2 AMO) or with a control oligo (Ctr AMO). We used a U2 AMO
1924 Molecular Cell 81, 1920–1934, May 6, 2021
that specifically blocks the RNA-RNA interactions between U2

snRNAs and pre-mRNA (Matter and König, 2005). RT-PCR

showed that splicing was inhibited after treatment of cells with
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Figure 3. SSA and U2 AMO treatments decrease new RNA synthesis

(A and D) Ratio of spliced reads over total unspliced and spliced reads upon 1 h DMSO or 30 ng/mL SSA (A) and upon 1 h 75 mMCtr AMO or 75 mMU2 AMO (D).

See also Figures S3B and S3D.

(B and E)Metagene analysis comparing TT-seq signal between cells treatedwith DMSOor 30 ng/mL SSA (B) and 75 mMCtr AMOor 75 mMU2AMO (E) for 1 h. TT-

seq coverage was averaged for 5,535 major isoforms scaled between TSS and poly(A)-site. Solid lines represent the averaged signal, and the shaded area

represents the 95% confidence interval of the mean (bootstrap).

(C) TT-seq coverage track of AKAP1 gene upon 1 h DMSO or 30 ng/mL SSA and upon 1 h 75 mM Ctr AMO or 75 mM U2 AMO (GViz R package).

(F) and G) Ratio of 30 ng/mL SSA to DMSO (F) and 75 mMCtr AMO to 75 mMU2 AMO (G) antisense bias-corrected TT-seq read counts for splicing-affected and

unaffected major isoforms upon 1 h. Outliers are not drawn.

***p < 2.2 3 10�16 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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75 mM U2 AMO for 1 h (Figure S3D), indicating rapid splicing in-

hibition. TT-seq data were generated from two biological repli-

cates after treatment with U2 AMO or Ctr AMO (Spearman cor-

relation coefficient = 1; Figure S3E) and globally normalized

using spike-ins (STAR methods). On average, 40 million

paired-end reads were obtained per sample. The data showed

that 1 h treatment with U2 AMO causes a decrease in new

RNA synthesis across the gene body (Figures 3C and 3E) and in-

hibits splicing genome-wide (Figure 3D). Again, the decrease in

newly synthesized RNA was significantly higher for genes where

splicing was more affected (Figure 3G).

These results suggested that the function of U2 snRNP in BS

recognition is required for normal RNA synthesis. U2 snRNP in-

teracts with the BS and this relies on binding of the accessory

factor U2AF to the 30 SS (Ruskin et al., 1988; Valcárcel et al.,

1996; Zamore and Green, 1989). Mutation of the 30 SS conse-

quently impairs U2 snRNP binding and spliceosome assembly

(Bindereif and Green, 1986; Frendewey and Keller, 1985; La-

mond et al., 1987; Ruskin and Green, 1985). To test if mutation
of the BS and 30 SS leads to a decrease in RNA synthesis, we

used a plasmid-based assay (STAR methods). We transfected

K562 cells with a pCMV plasmid carrying the intron-containing

GLuc 2 model gene with either wild-type consensus sequences

for BS and 30 SS (WT), a mutated BS (mut BS), a mutated 30 SS
(mut 30 SS), or mutated BS and 30 SS (mut BS-30 SS) (Figures
S3F and S3G). We found that mutation of the BS and 30 SS
decreased splicing as expected, as measured using RT-PCR

(Figures S3F and S3G). Mutation of only the BS showed a

weaker effect on splicing, apparently due to the use of a cryptic

BS (Ruskin et al., 1985). Strikingly, mutations of the BS and 30

SS affected not only splicing but also transcription of the model

gene, as seen from a decrease in RNA signal from the flanking

exons (Figure S3G). The decrease in transcription was higher

for mutations that were more affected in splicing. Taken

together, these results suggested that U2 snRNP binding to

the BS in pre-mRNA is required for efficient Pol II transcription,

in particular for transcription in the region upstream of the

intron.
Molecular Cell 81, 1920–1934, May 6, 2021 1925
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Figure 4. Inhibition of U2 snRNP function impairs early transcription elongation

(A) Metagene analysis comparing the mNET-seq signal between cells treated with DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B for 1 h. mNET-seq coverage was averaged for 5,535

major isoforms scaled between TSS and poly(A)-site. Solid lines represent the averaged signal, and the shaded area represents 95% confidence interval of the

mean (bootstrap). See also Figure S4B.

(B) Metagene analysis comparing the mNET-seq signal upon 1 h DMSO or 1 mMPla-B-treated cells aligned at TSS (left) and poly(A)-site (right). mNET-seq signal

was averaged for 5,465 major isoforms that exceed 1 kbp in length.

(C) Metagene analysis comparingmNET-seq signal upon 1 hDMSOor 1 mMPla-B-treated cells aligned at the first 50 SS.mNET-seq signal was averaged for 3,449

first introns that exceed 2 kbp in length. See also Figure S4D.

(D) mNET-seq coverage track of AKAP1 gene upon 1 h of DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B treatment (GViz R package).
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Inhibition of U2 snRNP function impairs early
transcription elongation
Our results indicated that the observed reduced RNA synthesis

activity resulted from a decreased number of Pol II enzymes

entering productive and processive elongation of genes. To

investigate this, we performed mNET-seq of total Pol II in K562

cells treated for 1 hwith 1 mMPla-B or DMSO. The detergent Em-

pigen was used to prevent co-immunoprecipitation of spliceo-

some-associated RNAs (Nojima et al., 2018; Schlackow et al.,

2017). mNET-seq data were generated from two independent

biological replicates and were globally normalized using a refer-

ence (spike-ins) S. cerevisiae genome (STAR methods).

Between 114 million and 138 million paired-end reads were ob-

tained per sample. mNET-seq reads were mapped to the human

hg38 (GRCh38) genome (STAR methods). Data were highly

reproducible (Spearman correlation coefficient = 1) (Figure S4A).

Metagene plots of the mNET-seq signals over major isoforms

revealed a sharp peak of Pol II occupancy just downstreamof the

TSS, indicative of promoter-proximally paused Pol II (Figure 4A,

black line). Upon 1 h of Pla-B treatment, the peak for paused Pol

II strongly increased, and the signal in the gene body decreased

(Figure 4A, red line; Figure 4D). We observed the same trend

when we used published mNET-seq data obtained for ser5-
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phosphorylated (ser5P) Pol II in HeLa cells after 4 h of Pla-B

treatment (Nojima et al., 2015) (Figure S4B). At intronless genes,

Pol II occupancy increased also, but to a lower extent (Fig-

ure S4C). These changes in the mNET-seq signal indicate an

increase in promoter-proximal Pol II pausing and a defect in

the release of Pol II into elongation.

More detailed analysis of the mNET-seq data showed that

Pol II accumulated not only in the promoter-proximal region

but also further downstream in the 50 region of the first intron

(Figures 4B and 4C). At about 1.3 kbp downstream of the first

50 SS, the mNET-seq signal, however, dropped below the level

observed without Pla-B treatment (Figures 4A and 4C). These

results are consistent with a strong defect in productive and

processive Pol II elongation. Changes in Pol II occupancy

were by far strongest in the beginning of the first intron (Fig-

ure 4C) and were independent of the length of the first intron

(Figure S4D). These results argue against a simple model that

Pol II that is paused around the 30 end of the first intron

because of accumulation of elongating Pol II complexes up-

stream all the way back to the promoter. Instead, our findings

are consistent with a role of the functional spliceosome in facil-

itating the release of promoter-proximally paused Pol II into

active elongation.
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Figure 5. Inhibition of U2 snRNP function increases Pol II pause duration

(A and B) Pause duration d (A) and productive initiation frequency I (B) calculated for 3,636 intron-containing major isoforms that exceed 10 kbp in length and had

an identified polymerase pause position (STAR methods) for both 1 h DMSO and 1 mM Pla-B. Outliers are not drawn. ***p < 2.2 3 10�16 by Wilcoxon signed

rank test.

(C and D) Correlation between the productive initiation frequency I and pause duration d upon 1 h DMSO (C) and 1 mM Pla-B (D) treated cells. The gray shaded

area depicts impossible combinations of I and d considering the footprint of the transcribing elongation complexes a limit distance between the active sites of

initiating and paused Pol II (Ehrensberger et al., 2013).

(E and F) Ratio of Pla-B to DMSO for pause duration d (E) and productive initiation frequency I (F) upon 1 h of DMSO or 1 mMPla-B treatment calculated for 3,636

intron-containing, 329 splicing-affected, 355 splicing-unaffected, and 29 intronless transcripts. Note that not all genes fit the criteria for pausing and productive

initiation frequency calculation (STAR methods).
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Inhibition of U2 snRNP function increases Pol II pause
duration
We next investigated whether Pla-B treatment increased the

duration of promoter-proximal pausing by Pol II. We defined

Pol II pause sites as the positions of the major mNET-seq peaks

with a signal at least 5 times above the median coverage in the

first exon of the intron-containing major isoforms or in the first

100 bp of the intronless genes (STAR methods; Gressel et al.,

2017). The distribution of genomic positions of these pause sites

was not altered upon Pla-B treatment (Figure S5A).We then used

our previously described approach that combines multiomics

with kinetic modeling (Gressel et al., 2019; Gressel et al., 2017)

to estimate the pause duration d as the ratio of the mNET-seq

signal over the productive initiation frequency I in a pause win-

dow of ±100 bp (intron-containing major isoforms) or ±50 bp (in-

tronless genes) around the Pol II pause site (STAR methods).

This quantitative kinetic analysis showed that the pause

duration d was strongly increased genome-wide after Pla-B

treatment (Figure 5A). Thus, Pol II pauses longer in the pro-
moter-proximal region when U2 snRNP function is compro-

mised. Furthermore, the productive initiation frequency I

decreased after Pla-B treatment (Figure 5B), confirming the

transcription defect. Plotting d and I for all expressed intron-

containing major mRNA isoforms exceeding 10 kbp in length

showed a shift to longer pause durations and to lower produc-

tive initiation frequencies upon 1 h of Pla-B treatment (Figures

5C and 5D). These observations can be explained by the exis-

tence of the previously described ‘‘pause-initiation limit’’ in

mammalian cells that sets a limit to the maximum Pol II initia-

tion frequency at a given pause duration (Gressel et al., 2017;

Shao and Zeitlinger, 2017). Consistent with our previous re-

sults, splicing-affected genes showed significantly more

increased pause durations and more decreased initiation fre-

quencies than splicing-unaffected genes or intronless genes

(Figures 5E and 5F; p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; STAR

methods). In summary, Pla-B treatment leads to an increase

of the duration of promoter-proximal Pol II pausing and to lower

productive initiation frequencies at many genes.
Molecular Cell 81, 1920–1934, May 6, 2021 1927
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Figure 6. Inhibition of U2 snRNP function impairs P-TEFb recruitment

(A and B) Metagene analysis comparing ChIP-seq for Pol II (A) and CycT1 (B) between cells treated with DMSO and 1 mM Pla-B for 1 h. ChIP-seq coverage was

aligned at the TSS and averaged for 5,465 major isoforms that exceed 1 kbp in length. Solid lines represent the averaged signal, and the shaded area represents

the 95% confidence interval of the mean (bootstrap).

(C) Ratio of CycT1 to Pol II normalized counts around TSS (from�100 to +200 bp) comparing 1 h DMSO- and 1 mMPla-B-treated samples. Outliers are not drawn.

***p < 2.2 3 10�16 by Wilcoxon signed rank test.
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Inhibition of U2 snRNP function impairs recruitment of
pause release factor P-TEFb
We next investigated the reasons for the observed increase in

the duration of promoter-proximal Pol II pausing. Release of

paused Pol II into active elongation requires P-TEFb, which

contains the kinase CDK9 and the cyclin T1 (CycT1) (Fujinaga

et al., 2004; Marshall et al., 1996; Marshall and Price, 1995;

Vos et al., 2018; Wei et al., 1998). We therefore investigated

whether increased Pol II proximal-promoter pausing after Pla-

B treatment may be accompanied by a defect in P-TEFb

recruitment. We used chromatin immunoprecipitation followed

by sequencing (ChIP-seq) to measure genome occupancy

with total Pol II and with the P-TEFb subunit CycT1 in K562

cells treated for 1 h with 1 mM Pla-B or DMSO. ChIP-seq

data were generated from two independent biological repli-

cates and globally normalized using a reference (spike-ins)

D. melanogaster genome (STAR methods). On average, 30

million to 50 million paired-end reads were obtained per sam-

ple. ChIP-seq data were mapped against the hg38 (GRCh38)

genome assembly (STAR methods). Data were highly repro-

ducible (Spearman correlation coefficient = 0.99) (Figure S6A).

Analysis of these ChIP-seq data showed that Pla-B treatment

resulted in increased Pol II occupancy just downstream of the

TSS of protein-coding genes (Figure 6A). This is consistent

with the increase in promoter-proximally paused Pol II that we

had observed by mNET-seq (Figure 4). In contrast, occupancy

with the P-TEFb subunit CycT1 was decreased in the same re-

gion (Figures 6B and 6C), indicating that the recruitment of

P-TEFb to promoter-proximally paused Pol II is impaired.

Consistent with our previous evidence, intronless genes showed

similar effects, but they were much less pronounced (Figures

S6B and S6C). These data indicate that U2 snRNP inhibition im-

pairs P-TEFb recruitment to the promoter-proximal region,

thereby impairing release of paused Pol II, increasing Pol II pause

duration, and decreasing the productive initiation frequency at

affected genes.
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Inhibition of U2 snRNP function alters Pol II elongation
velocity
To investigate in more detail how U2 snRNP inhibition influences

Pol II elongation downstream of the promoter-proximal region

anddownstreamof the first intron,weestimated thePol II elonga-

tion velocity at all major isoforms exceeding 10 kbp in length. We

obtained the elongation velocity v from the ratio of the number of

Pol II enzymes released into elongation, as measured using TT-

seq at each genomic location, over the Pol II occupancy, as

measured using mNET-seq (Figure 7A). Metagene analysis of

the cells treated with DMSO showed that the elongation velocity

is low in the region close to the TSS and then increases, reaching

a maximum of around 3 kbp/min (Figure 7B, black line). This

agrees with previous estimates for Pol II velocity (Fuchs et al.,

2014; Gressel et al., 2017; Jonkers et al., 2014; Saponaro et al.,

2014; Veloso et al., 2014), supporting our approach.

After 1hofPla-B treatment,weobservedadecrease in theelon-

gation velocity in the promoter-proximal region and in the begin-

ning of the first intron, whereas regions further downstream were

less affected (Figure 7B; FigureS7A). This is consistentwith anun-

altered elongation velocity for Pol II enzymes that were released

before Pla-B treatment. In accordance with this and with our pre-

vious observations, short geneswere already affected throughout

theirentire lengthafter 1hof treatment (FigureS7B).Wealso found

that the average elongation velocity in the first exon was much

lower than in the first intron (Figure S7C), reflecting Pol II pausing

in the promoter-proximal region. Elongation velocity was also

affected upon Pla-B inhibition in intronless genes, but to a much

lower extent (Figure S7D). After 4 h of Pla-B treatment, the elonga-

tion velocity decreased in all genes, as seen froma corresponding

multiomicsanalysiswith theuseofpublishedmNET-seqdata (Fig-

ure 7C). In summary, these results argue against a direct effect of

Pla-B on released and processive Pol II elongation complexes.

Instead, the results are consistent with a direct effect of spliceo-

some function onPol II release from the promoter-proximal region

into efficient downstream elongation.
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Figure 7. Inhibition of U2 snRNP function alters

Pol II elongation velocity

(A) Schematic representation of Pol II elongation ve-

locity v. The TT-seq signal (top) corresponds to the

productive initiation frequency I. The mNET-seq signal

(middle) corresponds to the ratio of the productive

initiation frequency I to the elongation velocity v.

Therefore, v (bottom) can be calculated by dividing the

TT-seq signal over the mNET-seq signal.

(B) Metagene analysis comparing the elongation ve-

locity in cells treated with DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B for 1 h.

Elongation velocity was averaged for 5,535 major

isoforms scaled between TSS and poly(A)-site. Solid

lines represent the averaged signal, and the shaded

area represents the 95% confidence interval of the

mean (bootstrap). See also Figures S7B and S7C.

(C) Metagene analysis comparing the elongation ve-

locities calculated in cells treated with DMSO or 1 mM

Pla-B for 4 h as in (B). Datasets for mNET-seq against

CTD ser5P in HeLa cells upon 4 h DMSO and 1 mMPla-

B treatments were obtained from Schlackow

et al. (2017).
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DISCUSSION

Here we rapidly inactivated U2 snRNP function in human cells

and monitored Pol II activity, pause duration, and elongation

velocity genome-wide. We found that U2 snRNP function is

important for efficient release of paused Pol II into genes for

active transcription elongation. Although previous studies

had already shown that splicing inhibition has consequences

for Pol II occupancy and transcription, our data now define

these consequences genome-wide and at the level of tran-

scription kinetics. Our results suggest that U2 snRNP function

is important for the establishment of complete, RNA process-

ing-competent, active Pol II elongation complexes in the pro-

moter-proximal region of transcribed human genes. We refer

to this process as ‘‘U2 snRNP-dependent Pol II elongation

activation.’’

The mechanism underlying U2 snRNP-dependent Pol II elon-

gation activation remains to be elucidated. However, recent

structural studies suggest a possible model for this process.

It was recently shown that U1 snRNP directly interacts with

elongating Pol II, and this interaction requires neither nascent

RNA nor a 50 SS (Zhang et al., 2020a). Modeling further showed

that U2 snRNP can be accommodated in addition to U1 snRNP

to form the spliceosomal A complex on the Pol II surface,

whereas conversion to the splicing-active B complex would

separate Pol II and the spliceosome (Zhang et al., 2020a).

How such separation may activate further release of paused

Pol II far upstream remained unclear. Here we speculate that
Mo
Pla-B arrests co-transcriptional spliceo-

some assembly at the stage of A complex

formation on Pol II and impairs the separa-

tion of transcribing Pol II and the

spliceosome.

Previous results suggest that U2 snRNP-

dependent Pol II elongation activation may

involve elongation factor TAT-SF1. TAT-SF1
can bind the U2 snRNP factor SF3B1 and stimulate elongation

in vitro (Chen et al., 2009; Fong and Zhou, 2001; Loerch et al.,

2019). TAT-SF1 also associates with Pol II and SPT5 (Kim et al.,

1999). TAT-SF1 further interacts with CycT1 (Fong and Zhou,

2001) and co-immunoprecipitates with U2 snRNP components

in vivo (Abramczuk et al., 2017) and in vitro (Agafonov et al.,

2011). The yeast TAT-SF1 homolog Cus-2 interacts with

PRP11, a subunit of yeast SF3a (Yan et al., 1998) and SF3b1

(Talkish et al., 2019). Consistent with our results, mutation of

the BS causes Cus-2-dependent Pol II accumulation over introns

(Chathoth et al., 2014). It was recently shown that TAT-SF1 binds

SF3B1 in the open conformation and that displacement of TAT-

SF1 must occur to allow stable U2 snRNP-BS interaction (Zhang

et al., 2020b). U2 snRNP-dependent Pol II pause release may

additionally involve the splicing factor SRSF2 (or SC35) that is

required for ATP-dependent interaction between U2 snRNP

and the BS (Fu and Maniatis, 1992) and for normal Pol II occu-

pancy and P-TEFb recruitment (Ji et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2008).

Our results further showed that inhibition of U2 snRNP func-

tion also decreased RNA synthesis from intronless genes, albeit

to a lower extent. Although U1 snRNP is poorly detectable at

selected intronless genes (Listerman et al., 2006), it can be re-

cruited to transcription units of splicing-deficient reporter genes

(Spiluttini et al., 2010). Moreover, direct binding of U1 snRNP to

the Pol II elongation complex does not require the presence of a

50 SS in nascent pre-mRNA (Zhang et al., 2020a). Furthermore,

U2 snRNP can also be recruited to intronless genes (Van Nos-

trand et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019) and has a role in 30-RNA
lecular Cell 81, 1920–1934, May 6, 2021 1929
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processing at intronless histone genes (Friend et al., 2007; Ky-

burz et al., 2006). Thus, our results may be explained with the

presence of low levels of U1 and U2 snRNPs at intronless

genes. However, we cannot entirely exclude indirect effects,

as splicing inhibitors such Pla-B and SSA may induce alterna-

tive splicing (Corrionero et al., 2011; Teng et al., 2017). Never-

theless, the rapid inhibition of U2 snRNP function and fast tran-

scription readout in our experiments is expected to avoid such

indirect effects. In conclusion, we provide strong evidence that

efficient Pol II elongation activation requires U2 snRNP function

and speculate that this is due to co-transcriptional assembly of

functional spliceosomes.

Limitations
Our study is based on K562 cells, a human immortalized myelog-

enous leukemia cell line. We cannot exclude that we miss in our

analysis signals for some RNA isoforms that are not covered by

the RefSeq annotation. Thismight affect the definition of ourmajor

isoformsand intronlessgenesand the assessmentof genomicpo-

sitions, including TSS, 50 SS, 30 SS, and poly(A)-site. However, it is

not expected to alter any of our conclusions because we selected

only major isoforms with R70% prevalence per gene, and we

excluded intronless genes with UTRs longer than 100 bp. Pla-B

could in principle have effects on transcription, but this is unlikely

because Pol II activity is not compromised by Pla-B in vitro and

because orthogonal in vivo approaches argue against this. Never-

theless,we cannot exclude possible alternative Pla-B targets. Pla-

B treatmentwill also inhibit the formation of later stages of spliceo-

someassembly. Althoughcellular proliferationwas not influenced,

we cannot entirely exclude that Pla-B has a minor effect on cell

viability. With respect to the TT-seq method, we cannot entirely

exclude the presence of a small amount of unlabeled RNAs. How-

ever, we used spike-ins to estimate and correct for minor cross-

contamination by pre-existing RNAs. mNET-seq involves immu-

noprecipitation, and the quality of the results relies on the speci-

ficity of the antibody used. To investigate the mechanism of U2

snRNP-dependent Pol II elongation activation, future studies

should test whether and how splicing and elongation factors

contribute to P-TEFb recruitment.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse monoclonal against RNA

polymerase II

Diagenode Cat#C15200004; RRID:AB_2728744

Rabbit monoclonal against Cyclin T1 Cell Signaling Cat#D1B6G; RRID:AB_2799973

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#D2438

Pladienolide-B Santa Cruz Cat#sc-391691

Spliceostatin-A Gift from Vladimir Pena N/A

4-thiouridine Carbosynth Cat#NT06186

Empigen Sigma-Aldrich Cat#30326

Formaldehyde 16% concentrate stock

methanol-free

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#28908

Critical commercial assays

Plasmo Test Mycoplasma Detection Kit InvivoGen Cat#rep-pt1

CellTiter 96� AQueous One Solution Cell

Proliferation Assay

Promega Cat#G3580

NEON system Invitrogen Cat#MPK10025

Ovation Universal RNA-seq System NuGEN Cat#0343-32

TruSeq Small RNA Library Kit Illumina Cat#RS-200-0048

NEBNext� Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit NEB Cat#E7645S

Deposited data

Raw sequencing data This paper GEO: GSE148433

Re-analyzed mNET-seq data Schlackow et al., 2017 GEO: GSE81662

Original data This paper Mendeley Data: https://doi.org/10.17632/

77k5xyhtjs.1

Experimental models: cell lines

Human: K562 (female) DSMZ ACC-10; RRID:CVCL_0004

Human: HeLa S3 (female) GBF (Helmholtz Center for Infection

Research, Brunswick)

RRID:CVCL_0058

Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain: BY4741 Euroscarf ACC-Y00000

Drosophila melanogaster: Schneider 2 (S2) DSMZ ACC-130;

RRID:CVCL_Z232

Oligonucleotides

Ctr AMO: CCTCTTACCTCAGTTAC

AATTTATA

GeneTools N/A

U2 AMO: TGATAAGAACAGATACTAC

ACTTGA

GeneTools N/A

Recombinant DNA

pCMV-GLuc 2 control plasmid NEB Cat#N8081

pGL4.10[luc2] vector Promega Cat#E6651

pSV40-CLuc control plasmid NEB Cat#N0318S

pCMV-GLuc 2 intron inserted plasmid This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

STAR (2.6.0) Dobin et al., 2013 https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR;

RRID:SCR_015899

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Samtools (1.3.1) Li et al., 2009 https://sourceforge.net/projects/samtools/

files/samtools/1.3.1/; RRID:SCR_002105

HTSeq (0.6.1.p1) Anders et al., 2015 https://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/master/;

RRID:SCR_005514

Salmon (0.13.1) Patro et al., 2017 https://salmon.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

salmon.html; RRID:SCR_017036

Cutadapt (1.18) Martin, 2011 https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/v1.18/

installation.html; RRID:SCR_011841

Bowtie 2 (2.3.5) Langmead and Salzberg., 2012 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/

index.shtml; RRID:SCR_005476

DESeq2 (1.24.0) Love et al., 2014 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/DESeq2.html;

RRID:SCR_015687

Scripts and data analysis This paper https://github.com/cramerlab/Efficient-

RNA-polymerase-II-pause-release-

requires-U2-snRNP-function_2021
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests should be sent to the lead contact, Patrick Cramer (patrick.cramer@mpibpc.mpg.de).

Materials availability
Unique reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact without restriction.

Data and code availability
The accession number for the sequencing data and processed files reported in this paper is GEO: GSE148433. Original data were

deposited to Mendeley Data: https://doi.org/10.17632/77k5xyhtjs.1.

The scripts generated during this study are available at https://github.com/cramerlab/Efficient-RNA-polymerase-II-pause-

release-requires-U2-snRNP-function_2021.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Employed cell lines
Human K562 cells (female) were obtained from DSMZ (DSMZ no.: ACC-10, RRID:CVCL_0004) and cultured in antibiotic-free RPMI

1640 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 31870–074) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, 10500–064) and 2 mM GlutaMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 35050087) at 37�C and 5% CO2. K562 cells were authenti-

cated at the DSMZ Identification Service according to standards for STR profiling (ASN-0002). Biological replicates were grown

independently. Human HeLa S3 cells (female, used for nuclear extracts preparation) were obtained from GBF (Helmholtz Center

for Infection Research, Brunswick, RRID:CVCL 0058) and cultured in antibiotic-free Ham’s F-12K medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

21127077) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 10500–064) and 2 mM GlutaMAX

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, 35050087) at 37�C and 5%CO2. Cells were verified to be free of mycoplasma contamination using Plasmo

Test Mycoplasma Detection Kit (InvivoGen, rep-pt1). Drosophila melanogaster S2 (Schneider-2) cells (used for ChIP-seq spike-ins)

were obtained from DSMZ (DSMZ no.: ACC-130, RRID:CVCL_Z232) and cultured in Schneider’s Drosophila medium (Biowest,

L0207) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 10500–064) at 27�C without CO2.

Yeast S. cerevisiae cells genotype BY4741 (used for mNET-seq spike-ins) were obtained from Euroscarf (ACC-Y00000) and cultured

in YP medium supplemented with 2% glucose to OD600 0.5 at 30�C.

Cell culture treatments
Cells were plated the day before the experiment at a confluency of 300,000 cell / mL to obtain approximately 500,000-700,000 cells /

mL on the next day. For pladienolide B (Pla-B) experiments, cells were treated with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 1:20,000 dilution,

Sigma-Aldrich, D2438) as solvent control or with 1 mM Pla-B from a DMSO-resuspended 20 mM stock (Santa Cruz, sc-391691).

For Spliceostatin-A (SSA) experiments, cells were treated with DMSO (1:17,000 dilution, Sigma-Aldrich, D2438) as solvent control

or with SSA from a DMSO-resuspended 1 mM stock (gift from Vladimir Pena).
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METHOD DETAILS

Total and 4sU-labeled RNA extraction and semiquantitative-PCR
Total RNA was extracted using QIAzol (QIAGEN, 79306) manufacturer’s instruction. 4sU-labeled RNA was extracted and purified as

described for TT-seq experiment (see below) except for the sonication of 4sU-labeled RNA which was omitted to avoid introns frag-

mentation. Isolated RNAwas treated with DNase (QIAGEN, 79254) to avoid genomic DNA contamination. 400 ng of total or 140 ng of

purified 4sU-labeled RNAwere reverse transcribed (Thermo Fisher Scientific, EP0751) using random hexamer primers. PCRwas per-

formed with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB, M0530L) using the following parameters:

DNAJB1: 30 s (sec) at 98�C, 28 cycles of 5 s at 98�C – 10 s at 68�C – 15 s at 72�C, and 5 minutes (min) at 72�C.
RIOK3: 30 s at 98�C, 28 cycles of 5 s at 98�C – 10 s at 59�C – 15 s at 72�C, and 5 min at 72�C.

Sequences of primers used in this assay are listed in Table S1. Amplified cDNAwas loaded in a 2%agarose gel. Band intensity was

analyzed with ImageJ (Fiji).

In vitro splicing assay
Two m7G(50)ppp(50)G-capped pre-mRNAs, MINX (Zillmann et al., 1988) and PM5 (Bessonov et al., 2008) were body labeled with

UTP-Cy5 by in vitro run-off transcription using T7 polymerase and purified with MEGAClearTM Kit (Life Technologies, AM1908).

HeLa S3 nuclear extract was prepared as described in (Dignam et al., 1983). The standard in vitro splicing reactions (3 mM

MgCl2, 65 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES–KOH pH 7.9, 2 mM ATP, and 20 mM creatine phosphate) with 40% dialyzed HeLa S3 nuclear

extract was incubated with DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B for 20 min at 30�C before 10-30 nM of Cy5-labeled pre-mRNA was added. RNA

was then recovered with phenol-chloroform-isoamylalcohol extraction and analyzed on denatured 4%–12% gradient PAGE (Bis-

Tris NuPAGE, Invitrogen) and visualized with TyphoonTM FLA 9500 (GE Healthcare). For each pre-mRNA tested, splicing reactions

were performed at the same time and gels were run in parallel.

MS2 affinity purification of spliceosomal complexes
The spliceosomal complexes assembled on unlabeledMINX orPM5 pre-mRNAs in presence of DMSOor 1 mMPla-Bwere purified by

MS2-MBP pulldown assay. Briefly, 10 nM of m7G(50)ppp(50)G-capped pre-mRNAwasmixed with 20-fold molar excess of MBP-MS2

fusion protein. A 10 mL standard splicing reaction (3 mM MgCl2, 65 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES–KOH pH 7.9, 2 mM ATP, and 20 mM

creatine phosphate) with 40% dialyzed HeLa S3 nuclear extract was incubated with DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B for 20 min at 30�C before

MBP-MS2 bound pre-mRNAwas added. The assembly of the spliceosomes was started with ATP and performed for 60min at 30�C.
The reactions were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 min and supernatant was incubated for 1 hour at 4�C with 250 mL amylose beads.

After washingwith G150 buffer (20mMHEPES, pH 7.9, 150mMNaCl, 1.5mMMgCl2), the complexes were eluted with 3mMmaltose

in G150 buffer. The RNA, recovered from the eluted complexes, was analyzed with denatured 4%–12% gradient PAGE (Bis-Tris Nu-

PAGE, Invitrogen), stained with SYBR gold and visualized with Typhoon TM FLA 9500 (GE Healthcare).

TT-seq and RNA-seq
TT-seq was performed as described (Schwalb et al., 2016;Wachutka et al., 2019) with minor modifications. Specifically, 53 107 cells

from two biological replicates were either treated for with 1 mMof Pla-B (Santa Cruz, sc-391691) or 30 ng / mL SSA (gift from Vladimir

Pena) or DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, D2438) control at times indicated. Cells were exposed the last 10min of the treatment time to 500 mM

of 4-thiouridine (4sU, Carbosynth, NT06186) at 37�C and 5%CO2. 300 ng of RNA spike-ins mix were added to each sample after cell

lysis in 10 mL of QIAzol (QIAGEN, 79306). Spike-ins sequences and production are described in (Wachutka et al., 2019). 150 mg of

RNAs were sonicated to obtain fragments of < 6 kb using AFA micro tubes in a S220 Focused-ultrasonicator (Covaris). The quality of

RNAs and the size of fragmented RNAs were checked using a Fragment Analyzer. 1 mg of each of the sonicated RNAs was stored at

�80�C as total RNA (RNA-seq). 4sU-labeled RNAs were purified from 300 mg of each of the fragmented RNAs. Biotinylation and pu-

rification of 4sU-labeled RNAs was performed as described (Dölken et al., 2008; Wachutka et al., 2019). 100 ng of input RNA was

used for strand-specific library preparation according to the Ovation Universal RNA-seq System (NuGEN, 0343-32). Libraries

were prepared using random hexamer priming only. The size-selected libraries were analyzed on a Fragment Analyzer before

sequencing on the Illumina NextSeq500 (2 3 75 and 2 3 150 base paired-end for shallow and deep sequencing, respectively).

Proliferation assay
Proliferation assay was performed using CellTiter 96� AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega, G3580) in four bio-

logical replicates according to themanufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 5,000 cells were plated into eachwell of a 96-well plate the day

before the experiment. For the background measurement, the medium was added to the empty wells. Next morning, the treatment

with DMSO versus 100 nM / 1 mMPla-B or DMSO versus 30 ng / mL SSA was started in a time course of 0, 1, 4, 8, 12 and 24 h. Equal

amounts of DMSO or Pla-B / SSA were added to the control wells with medium only. Afterward, CellTiter 96� AQueous One Solution

Reagent was added to the wells of the corresponding time point and the plate was incubated for 1.5 h in a humidified, 5% CO2 incu-

bator. The absorbance was measured at 490 nm using Infinite M1000 Pro Plate Reader (Tecan). For the calculation, background
Molecular Cell 81, 1920–1934.e1–e9, May 6, 2021 e3
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values (the wells with media only) were subtracted from the actual values (the wells with cells). The average signal and standard de-

viation were calculated for each condition of the corresponding time point. A two-way ANOVA test was performed using 4 replicates.

Morpholino inhibition
3.2 3 106 of K562 cells were transfected by electroporation with 7.5 nmol / 100 mL (75 mM) of antisense morpholino oligo against a

control region (Ctr AMO, CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA) or U2 snRNA (U2 AMO, TGATAAGAACAGATACTACACTTGA) in a

transfection volume of 100 mL using the NEON system (Invitrogen, MPK10025). The following transfection parameters were used:

pulse: 1,350, pulse width: 10, pulse number: 4. Transfected cells were transferred to 5 mL of fresh culture medium, and harvested

at the indicated times. For semiquantitative PCRanalysis, RNAwas isolated and treated as previously described (see ‘‘Total and 4sU-

labeled RNA extraction and semiquantitative-PCR’’). For TT-seq experiment, cells were exposed the last 10 min of the 1 h transfec-

tion time to 500 mM of 4-thiouridine. RNA was isolated and treated as previously described (see ‘‘TT-seq and RNA-seq’’).

RNA extension assay
RNA extension assays were performed with a set of A-less JUNB scaffold containing template DNA (JUNB-A-less-T-DNA), 50-biotin-
labeled non-template DNA (JUNB-A-less-NT-DNA) and a short 50-FAM labeled RNA primer (JUNBU-RNA) (see Table S2 for oligonu-

cleotides sequences). Final transcription reaction contained 75 nM Pol II, 50 nM JUNB scaffold, 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES 7.5,

3 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 4% glycerol and 0.01 mM NTP (a mixture of CTP, GTP and UTP), in the absence or presence of 2%

DMSOor 1mMPla-B. Timecourse experimentswith timepoints 0, 10, 30, 60, 120, 300and600 swereperformed in a similar procedure

aspreviously described (Vos et al., 2020),with anadditional incubation step at 30�C for 20minwithDMSOorPla-B, prior the starting of

transcriptionbyadditionofNTPs.RNAextensionproductswereanalyzedon20%acrylamide-ureagels. Thegelswere runat 300Volts

for about 90min in 0.53 TBEbuffer. RNA signal wasdetected by scanning fluorescence of the FAM label on primer RNAwith Typhoon
TM FLA 9500 (GEHealthcare). The experiments were repeated 4 times on different days. The RNA extension products were quantified

with ImageJ (Fiji). To quantify the extension products, the overall gel background was first subtracted. The integrated intensity of the

extended products (Int E) was measured. To reduce the error from unequal loading, a constant RNA band in the synthesized RNA

primer, the 6th band counting from the bottom of the gel, was chosen as a normalization standard RNA intensity. The normalized in-

tensity of extended RNA product (Int t = x) was calculated by dividing the integrated intensity of extended RNA (Int E t = x) with the in-

tensity of the normalization standardRNA (Int N t = x) andmultiplying 100 at a certain timepoint (t = x) (Int t = x = Int E t = x / IntN t = x3100).

The normalized intensity at timepoint 0 (Int t = 0)was further subtracted from thenormalized intensity (Int final_t = x = Int E t = x / IntN t = x3

100 - Int E t = 0 / Int N t = 03 100). See alsoMendeley repository data for original images and quantification. A two-way ANOVA test was

performed using 4 replicates. For each replicate, RNAextension assayswere performed at the same time and gelswere run in parallel.

Plasmid construction for reporter gene splicing assay
GLuc 2 coding sequence (NEB, N8081) was cloned into the pGL4.10 vector backbone (Promega, E6651) with pCMV promoter (NEB,

N8081). An intron sequence of 1,982 bp originating from the human genome position chr3: 89596735-89598673 (genome version

GRCh38.p12) was flanked by ‘‘GTAAGAGT’’ sequence at its 50 end (necessary for 50 splice site (50 SS) recognition) as well as ‘‘TAC-

TAACTCTTTTTTTTTTTTAAGCTTGCAGGC’’ sequence at the 30 end containing branch site (BS) sequence, polypyrimidine track

sequence, HindIII recognition sequence as well as 30 splice site (30 SS) sequence (designed based on (Lin et al., 2003)). Human

genome sequence constituting the intron was chosen based on its lack of regulatory elements reported by the ENCODE Project.

All T residues located within a 45 bp window upstream of the BS sequence were changed to A residues. BS sequence mutation

(AGGC > GATC) and 30 SS sequence mutation (TACTAAC > CGGCUTG) were generated based on (Wachutka et al., 2019).

Reporter gene splicing assay
3.2 3 106 of K562 cells were transfected by electroporation with 5 mg of the plasmid encoding either wild-type or mutated GLuc 2

transcript as well as 1 mg of the pSV40-CLuc control plasmid (NEB, N0318S) (transfection control) in a transfection volume of

100 mL using the NEON system (Invitrogen, MPK10025). The following transfection parameters were used: pulse: 1,350, pulse width:

10, pulse number: 4. Transfected cells were transferred to 5 mL of fresh culture medium. The experiment was performed in 3 biolog-

ical replicates. Cells were harvested after 24 h and RNA was isolated using QIAzol reagent (QIAGEN, 79306). RNA was treated with

TURBODNase I (Thermo Fisher Scientific, AM1907). 1 mg of DNA-free RNAwas reverse transcribed in presence of random hexamers

using Maxima reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, EPO752). cDNA was subjected to real-time PCR analysis using

SYBRTM Select Mastermix (Applied biosystems, 4472908) and qTOWER v2.2 thermal cycler (Analytik Jena AG). The analysis was

performed in 3 technical replicates for each of the 3 biological replicates. Raw Ct values were extracted and the abundance of

the PCR product was calculated based on a standard curve generated for each primer pair. The estimated PCR product amount

was normalized for total RNA level (GAPDH PCR product) as well for the transfection efficiency (CLuc PCR product). Sequences

of primers used in this assay are listed in Table S3.

mNET-seq
Experiments were performed as previously described (Gressel et al., 2019; Nojima et al., 2015, 2016; Schlackow et al., 2017) with

minor modifications. All buffers for the cellular fractionation and immunoprecipitation (IP) were supplied with protease inhibitor
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cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, P8340) and phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich, 4906837001). In detail, two biological replicates of 1 3

108 K562 cells were treated for 1 h with 1 mM of Pla-B (Santa Cruz, sc-391691) or DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, D2438) solvent. Cellular

fractionation was performed according to the previously published protocol (Conrad and Ørom, 2017) using 1 3 107 cells per one

reaction. Isolated chromatin was subjected to micrococcal nuclease (mNase, NEB, M0247S) digestion at 37�C and 1,400 rpm for

2 min. Afterward, soluble chromatin fractions were pooled together for each sample and diluted 8-fold with IP buffer (50 mM Tris

HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% (vol / vol) NP-40, 0.3% (vol / vol) empigen BB (Sigma-Aldrich, 30326)). For each sample, 30 mg

of RNA polymerase II (Pol II) antibody (Diagenode, C15200004, RRID:AB_2728744) were coupled to Dynabeads M-280 Sheep

Anti-Mouse IgG (Invitrogen, 11201D) prior to IP step. Diluted chromatin was mixed with Pol II antibody-beads complexes and sub-

jected to IP performed on a rotating wheel at 4�C for 1 h. Beads were washed seven times with IP buffer (50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.4,

150 mM NaCl, 0.05% (vol / vol) NP-40, 0.3% (vol / vol) empigen BB (Sigma-Aldrich, 30326)) and one time with PNKT buffer (1 3

T4 PNK buffer (NEB, M0236L), 0.1% vol / vol Tween-20). For the RNA phosphorylation, beads were resuspended in PNK reaction

mixture containing 1 3 T4 PNK buffer (NEB, M0236L), 0.1% vol / vol Tween-20, 1 mM ATP (Cell Signaling Technology, 9804S),

T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (phosphatase minus) (NEB, M0236L) and incubated at 37�C and 800 rpm for 10 min. Beads were washed

oncewith IP buffer and resuspended in TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, 15596026). At this point, 5 ng of RNA spike-ins were added to each

sample. RNAwas extracted from the beads and precipitated with GlycoBlue coprecipitant in 100%ethanol at�20�C. Next day, RNA
was size-selected (25-110 nt) using a denaturing 6% (wt/vol) polyacrylamide gel containing 7M urea. RNAwas extracted from the gel

by incubation with the elution buffer (1 M NaOAc pH 5.5, 1 mM of EDTA pH 8.0) and precipitated with GlycoBlue coprecipitant (In-

vitrogen, AM9515) in 100%ethanol at�20�C. RNA size distribution and concentration were estimated using Fragment Analyzer. RNA

samples were used for the library preparation in equal amounts. Libraries were prepared using TruSeq Small RNA Library Kit (RS-

200-0048) according to the manual and as described (Nojima et al., 2015). Purity and size distribution of the libraries were estimated

using Fragment Analyzer. Libraries were sequenced on Illumina NEXTseq 550 (2 3 42 base paired-end).

RNA spike-ins for mNET-seq
50mL ofS. cerevisiae cells (wild-type strain BY4741) were grown overnight at 30�C. Cells were spin down, and pellet waswashed 13

with 25 mL milli-Q water. Cells from 25 mL volume pellet were lysed in 1.5 mL of TSNTE buffer (2% Triton X-100, 1% SDS, 100 mM

NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0). One volume of acidic phenol (CarlRoth, A980.2) and 1 volume glass beads acid

washed (Sigma-Aldrich, G8772) were added to 1 volume of the lysed cells and TSNTE buffer mixture. Cell lysate was further homog-

enized in FastPrep (83 40 s with 1 min on ice between each step). Cell lysate was centrifuged at high speed for 5 min. One volume of

chloroform was added to 1 volume of supernatant. 0.3 M sodium acetate was added and RNA was precipitated overnight in 100%

ethanol. RNA pellet waswashedwith 75%ethanol and resuspended in 900 mL of RNase-free water. Total RNA quality was checked in

Fragment Analyzer. 200 mg of total RNA were subjected to DNase digestion (TURBO DNA-free DNase treatment, Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific, AM1907) followingmanufacturer’s instructions. RNAwas purified with chloroform and precipitated overnight in 100%ethanol

at�20�C. RNA pellet was washed with 75% ethanol, and pellet was resuspended in 50 mL of RNase-free water. Quality of total RNA

DNase-treated was checked in Fragment Analyzer. 75 mg of total RNA DNase treated were subjected to mRNA purification using

Dynabeads mRNA Purification kit (Invitrogen, cat n. 61006) following manufacturer’s instructions. Two rounds of mRNA purification

were performed to eliminate possible rRNA contaminants. Approximately 0.4% of original amount of total RNA was recovered.

250 ng of purified mRNA was fragmented for 5 min at 94�C using NEBNext� Magnesium RNA Fragmentation Module Protocol

(NEB, E6150). 0.3M sodium acetate and 1 mL of Glycoblue was added to the fragmented mRNA. mRNA was precipitated overnight

in 100% ethanol. RNA was washed with 75% ethanol, and pellet was resuspended in 10 mL of RNase-free water. End-repair was

performed following NEB manufacturer’s instruction. In details, reaction was incubated for 30 min at 37�C (9 mL of fragmented

mRNA, 5.5 mL of RNase-free water, 0.5 mL of RNase OUT, 2 mL of T4 PNK buffer 10X (NEB, B0201), 1 mL of T4 PNK enzyme

(NEB, M0201). 2 mL of 10 mM ATP were added to the mixture and the reaction was further incubated for other 30 min at 37�C.
0.3 M sodium acetate and 1 mL of Glycoblue was added to the reaction and RNA was precipitated overnight in 100% ethanol.

RNA was washed in 75% ethanol and pellet resupended in 20 mL of RNase-free water. RNA spike-ins quality and size distribution

were checked in Fragment Analyzer (miRNA kit) and in 6% urea gel, as described for mNET-seq protocol. Size distribution ranged

between 30 nt and 150 nt, similar to mNET-seq samples.

ChIP-seq
63 107 cells from two biological replicates were treated for 1 h with 1 mM of Pla-B (Santa Cruz, sc-391691) or DMSO (1:20,000 dilu-

tion, Sigma-Aldrich, D2438). Formaldehyde (16% concentrate stock methanol-free, Thermo Fisher Scientific 28908) was directly

added to themedia to a final concentration of 1%and incubated for 8min. 125mMGlycine (final concentration) was added to quench

the reaction for 5min. Cells were spin down and pellet waswashed twicewith PBS at 4�C. Protease (MerkMillipore, 5892970001) and

phosphatase inhibitors (MerkMillipore, 4906845001) were added to all the buffers. A pellet from 33 107 cells was lysed for 10min on

ice with Farnham Lysis buffer (5 mM Pipes pH 8, 85 mM KCl, 0.5% NP-40). Pellet was centrifuged for 5 min at 1,700 g at 4�C. Pellet
was resuspended with 1 mL of sonication buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl 7.5 pH, 1 mM EDTA, 0.4% SDS) and incubate on ice for 10 min and

transfer to AFA milliTube. Sonication was performed with a S220 Focused-ultrasonicator (Covaris) with the following parameters:

duty cycle 5%, peak incident power 140 W, cycle per burst 200, processing time 1,080 s, degassing mode continuous, water run

level 8. Sheared chromatin was centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min at 4�C. 15 mL of samples were de-crosslinked overnight at
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65�C and size distribution was checked in 1% agarose gel. 15 mg of RNA polymerase II (Pol II) antibody (Diagenode, C15200004,

RRID:AB_2728744), 20 mg of Cyclin T1 (CycT1) antibody (Cell Signaling, D1B6G, RRID:AB_2799973) or 1 mg of histone H2Av (Active

Motif, 39715) were coupled to Dynabeads Protein G (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 10009D) for 2 h at room temperature for each sample.

100 mg of chromatin was used for each IP. 200 ng of Drosophila S2 sheared crosslinked-chromatin (Covaris S200 parameters: duty

cycle 5%, peak incident power 140 W, cycle per burst 200, processing time 1,800 s, degassing mode continuous, water run level 8)

were added to 100 mg of chromatin as spike-ins control. Chromatin was diluted with IP buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 150 mM NaCl,

1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Sodium-deoxycholate) to obtain a 0.05% final concentration of SDS. 1% of diluted chromatin

was kept as input at 4�C. Diluted chromatin was mixed with antibody-beads complexes and subjected to IP performed on a rotating

wheel at 4�C overnight. Beads were washed 5 times with IP wash buffer (100 mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% So-

dium-deoxycholate) and one time with TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 1 mM EDTA). Immuno-bound chromatin was eluted at 70�C
for 10 min with elution buffer (0.1M NaHCO3, 1%SDS) and de-crosslinked overnight at 65�C. After RNase A treatment at 37�C for

1.5 h and proteinase K treatment at 45�C for 2 h, DNA was extracted with one volume phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol 25:24:1

(Sigma-Aldrich, P2069) and precipitated for 30 min at �80�C with 200 mM NaCl and 100% ethanol. Pellet was washed with 70%

ethanol and resuspended in TE buffer. DNA quality and size distribution were checked on Fragment Analyzer. 10 ng of DNA was

used for library preparation according to NEBNext� Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit (NEB, E7645S). Purity and size distribution of

the libraries were estimated using Fragment Analyzer. Size-selected libraries were sequenced on Illumina NEXTseq 550 (2 3 75

and 2 3 42 base paired-end for Pol II and CycT1, respectively).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

TT-seq and RNA-seq data preprocessing and normalization
Paired-end 75 and 150 bp readswith additional 6 bp of barcodeswere obtained for each group of samples. Readswere aligned to the

hg38 (GRCh38) genome assembly (Human Genome Reference Consortium) using STAR (2.6.0, RRID:SCR_015899) (Dobin et al.,

2013), with the following specifications: outFilterMismatchNmax 2, outFilterMultimapScoreRange 0 and alignIntronMax 500000.

Bam files were filtered with Samtools (1.3.1, RRID:SCR_002105) (Li et al., 2009) to remove alignments with MAPQ smaller than 7

(-q 7) and only proper pairs (-f2) were selected. Read counts for different features were calculated with HTSeq (0.6.1.p1,

RRID:SCR_005514) (Anders et al., 2015). Further data processing was carried out using the R / Bioconductor environment. Ex-

pressed major isoforms were defined as possessing more than 50 read counts per kilobase (RPK) in two summarized replicates

of TT-seq solvent control (DMSO). Prior to quantification, datawas normalized by using addedRNA spike-ins as described previously

(Schwalb et al., 2016):

Antisense-bias ratios were calculated for each sample j according to

ci = mediani

 
kantisenseij

ksenseij

!

with read counts kij for all available spike-ins i in sample j.

Sequencing depth were calculated for each sample j according to

sj = mediani

�
kij
li

�

with read counts kijfor all available spike-ins i in sample j for the RNA-seq samples and for the labeled spike-ins i in sample j for the TT-

seq samples.

The cross contamination ej rate was calculated for each sample j according to

ej =

mediani

�
kij
li

�
sj

with read counts kij for all the labeled spike-ins i in sample j for the TT-seq samples and was set to 1 for the RNA-seq samples.

Major isoform annotation
Salmon (0.13.1, RRID:SCR_017036) (Patro et al., 2017) was used in order to select the major isoforms present in our dataset. RNA-

seq samples for 1 h DMSO or 1 mM Pla-B treatments were mapped against curated RefSeq annotated isoforms (UCSC RefSeq

GRCh38, downloaded in April 2019). For each gene, the major isoform was determined as the one with maximum mean Transcripts

Per Million (TPM) value across all RNA-seq samples. Major isoformswere excluded from further analysis if they represented less than

70% of the gene isoforms based on the calculated mean TPM value. Additionally, major isoforms associated with overlapping genes

as well as isoforms located on chromosomes X, Y and M were discarded from further analysis. The final major isoform annotation

includes 6,694 isoforms containing 65,976 exons and 59,282 introns.
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A total of 5,535 major transcript isoforms of protein-coding genes with RPKR 50 of TT-seq solvent control (DMSO) were included

in the analysis.

Intronless genes annotation
Intronless genes were defined as RefSeq annotated genes comprising one single isoform with one single exon. To avoid effects from

neighboring intron-containing genes, only intronless genes at least 1 kb distant from the neighboring intron-containing annotated

transcripts (strand independent) were included in the analysis. Moreover, because a long 30 UTR has been recently reported to be

alternatively spliced in an intronless gene (François et al., 2018), only intronless genes with UTRs % 100 bp were included. A total

of 51 expressed protein-coding intronless genes were included in the analysis.

Splicing ratio
An exon-based splice junction analysis was performed. Exons from major isoforms containing a first exon > 100 bp were included,

and major isoforms with a single annotated exon were excluded. A window of ± 4 bp around the splice junction (2 bp in the exon and

2 bp in the intron) was defined to investigate spliced and unspliced reads by means of the findOverlaps function from the Genomi-

cRanges R package (Lawrence et al., 2013). Because our preliminary analysis showed that the transcription levels were decreased

upon Pla-B treatment, we considered only exon-based splice junctions that were covered by at least 30 total reads (spliced and un-

spliced) in Pla-B, SSA or U2 AMO treated samples. For 1 h 1 mMPla-B treatment 15,551 exon-based 50 SS and 14,840 exon-based 30

SSwere included, corresponding to 2,309 first exons, 13,242 intermediate exons and 1,598 last exons. For 4 h 1 mMPla-B treatment,

10,041 exon-based 50 SS and 9,550 exon-based 30 SS were included, corresponding to 1,658 first exons, 8,383 intermediate exons

and 1,167 last exons. For 1 h 100 nM Pla-B treatment, 9,759 exon-based 50 SS and 9,845 exon-based 30 SS were included, corre-

sponding to 1,226 first exons, 8,533 intermediate exons and 1,312 last exons. For 1 h 30 ng / mL SSA treatment, 16,459 exon-based

50 SS and 16,178 exon-based 30 SS were included, corresponding to 1,989 first exons, 14,4470 intermediate exons and 1,708 last

exons. For 1 h 75 mMU2AMO treatment, 8,928 exon-based 50 SS and 8,916 exon-based 30 SSwere included, corresponding to 1,245

first exons, 7,683 intermediate exons and 1,233 last exons. Unspliced reads were defined as the ones overlapping at least 3 bp of the

definedwindow and total reads (spliced and unspliced) the ones spanning at least 2 bp of the definedwindow. Afterward, the number

of spliced reads was calculated by the difference between total and unspliced reads. The splicing ratio was calculated by dividing the

number of spliced reads by the total amount of spliced and unspliced reads.

Identification of splicing-affected and unaffected transcripts
A differential gene expression analysis on exon-based splice junction was conducted using DESeq2 R package (Love et al., 2014)

with design �assay + condition + assay:condition, where assay corresponds to the number of spliced and total amount of spliced

and unspliced reads, and condition corresponds to DMSO and Pla-B treatment. The analysis was focused on the 50 SS of first exons

and 30 SS of second exons in order to flank the first intron. To select splicing-affected exons DESeq2 results (using altHypothesis =

‘‘less’’) were filteredwith padj < 0.05 and log2FC<�1. For 1 h 1 mMPla-B treatment, 220 first exons affected on 50 SS and 186 s exons

affected on 30 SS were selected. In total, 329 protein-coding major isoform transcripts, comprising 4,326 exons, contained a first

exon affected on 50 SS and / or a second exon affected on the 30 SS. For 4 h 1 mM Pla-B treatment, 536 first exons affected on 50

SS and 428 s exons affected on 30 SS were selected. In total, 784 protein-coding major isoform transcripts, comprising 9,771 exons,

contained an affected first intron. For 1 h SSA 30 ng / mL treatment, 398 first exons affected on 50 SS and 415 s exons affected on 30

SS were selected. In total, 606 protein-coding major isoform transcripts, comprising 7,078 exons, contained an affected first intron.

For 1 h 75 mM U2 AMO treatment, 180 first exons affected on 50 SS and 276 s exons affected on 30 SS were selected. In total, 381

protein-coding major isoform transcripts, comprising 5,058 exons, contained an affected first intron. To select splicing-unaffected

exons DESeq2 results (using altHypothesis = ‘‘lessAbs’’ and lfcThreshold = 1.5) were filtered with padj < 0.05. For 1 h 1 mM Pla-B

treatment 316 first exons affected on 50 SS and 287 s exons affected on 30 SS were selected. In total, 355 protein-coding major iso-

form transcripts, comprising 2,756 exons, contained a first exon unaffected on 50 SS and / or a second exon unaffected on the 30 SS.
For 4 h 1 mMPla-B treatment, 187 first exons affected on 50 SS and 157 s exons affected on 30 SSwere selected. In total, 194 protein-

coding major isoform transcripts, comprising 1,082 exons, contained a first exon unaffected on 50 SS and / or a second exon unaf-

fected on the 30 SS. For 1 h 30 ng / mL SSA treatment, 402 first exons affected on 50 SS and 372 s exons affected on 30 SS were

selected. In total, 449 protein-coding major isoform transcripts, comprising 2,842 exons, contained a first exon unaffected on 50

SS and / or a second exon unaffected on the 30 SS. For 1 h 75 mM U2 AMO treatment, 147 first exons affected on 50 SS and

145 s exons affected on 30 SS were selected. In total, 177 protein-coding major isoform transcripts, comprising 1,164 exons, con-

tained a first exon unaffected on 50 SS and / or a second exon unaffected on the 30 SS.

RNA amount per cell
The RNA amount per cell was calculated using the RNA spike-ins as described previously (Gressel et al., 2019; Gressel et al., 2017).

The number of spike-in molecules per cell N[cell-1] was calculated as

N =
m

Mn

NA
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with 50 3 10�9 g of spike-ins m, 5 3 107 cells n the Avogadro number NA and the molar-mass of the spike-ins M calculated as

M = An 3 329:2+ 0:93Un 3 306:2+ Cn 3 305:2+ Gn 3 345:2+ 0:1 3 Un 3 322:26+ 159

Where An,Un, Cn and Gn are the number of each respective nucleotide within each spike-in polynucleotide. 159 corresponds to the

molecular weight of a 50 triphosphate. The conversion factor to RNA amount per cell k [cell-1] was then calculated as

k = mean

�
mediani

�
tbi

Li$ N

��

For all labeled spike-ins i with length Li.

Detection of Pol II pause sites
Pause sites were defined as described previously (Gressel et al., 2019; Gressel et al., 2017) for intron-containing major isoforms

exceeding 10 kbp in length. The pause site was calculated separately for DMSO and Pla-B treated samples using mNET-seq signal

within a window from the TSS to the end of the first exon. For intronless genes, the pause site was calculated within a 100 bp window

starting at the TSS. Pause sites between conditions exceeding 10 bp difference were excluded. The pause sitemwas determined via

the maximization of the function

ri = maxmPim

where ri needed to exceed 5 times the median of the signal strength Pim for all non-negative antisense bias corrected mNET-seq

coverage values (Nojima et al., 2015).

Productive initiation frequency
The initiation frequency was calculated as described previously (Gressel et al., 2019; Gressel et al., 2017) for intron-containing major

isoforms exceeding 10 kbp in length. The productive initiation frequency Ii was calculated for eachmajor isoform i for both DMSOand

Pla-B treated samples using antisense bias corrected TT-seq coverage on major exons, excluding the first exon, as

Ii =
1

k
$
tbControl

i

t$Li

with labeling time t = 10 and length L. For intronless genes, the productive initiation frequency was calculated within a window from

the defined pause site on DMSO treated samples + 50 bp until the end of the transcript. Genes with a calculation window inferior to

100 bp were excluded from the analysis.

mNET-seq preprocessing and normalization
Paired-end 42 bp reads with additional 6 bp of barcodes were obtained for each of the samples. Reads were trimmed for adaptor

content with Cutadapt (1.18, RRID:SCR_011841) (Martin, 2011) with -O 12 -m 25 -a TGGAATTCTCGG -A GATCGTCGGACT. mNET-

seq data was normalized using S. cerevisiae RNA spike-ins. To this end, a combined genome was generated using the Ensemble

genome assembly for both human hg38 (GRCh38) and S. cerevisiae (R64-1-1), against which the reads were mapped using

STAR (2.6.0, RRID:SCR_015899) (Dobin et al., 2013). Around 80% and 20% of reads mapped to the human and S. cerevisiae ge-

nomes, respectively. Bam files were filtered with Samtools (1.3.1, RRID:SCR_002105) (Li et al., 2009) to remove alignments with

MAPQ smaller than 7 (-q 7) and only proper pairs (-f2) were selected. Read counts for different features were calculated with HTSeq

(0.6.1.p1, RRID:SCR_005514) (Anders et al., 2015). Further data processing was carried out using the R / Bioconductor environment.

Antisense bias ratio was determined using positions in regionswithout antisense annotation with a coverage of at least 100 according

to the defined major isoforms. Data was normalized using added S. cerevisiae RNA spike-ins. mNET-seq coverage was normalized

with amedian of ratiosmethod (Love et al., 2014) using the antisense corrected counts forS. cerevisiae transcripts with anRPK of 100

or higher in two summarized replicates of mNET-seq solvent control (DMSO). Datasets for mNET-seq against CTD ser5P in HeLa

cells upon 4 h DMSO or Pla-B treatments were obtained from (Schlackow et al., 2017), GEO:GSE81662. Empigen treatment during

IP was not performed in this publicly available dataset.

Pause duration
For each condition (DMSO and Pla-B treated samples), the pause duration dcondition

i was calculated in a window of ± 100 bp around

the pause sitem as previously described (Gressel et al., 2019; Gressel et al., 2017) for intron-containing major isoforms exceeding 10

kbp in length. For intronless genes, the pause duration dcondition
i was calculated in a window of ± 50 bp around the pause sitem. The

pause duration dcondition
i was calculated using the previously calculated initiation frequency Iconditioni and the antisense bias corrected

mNET-seq coverage values Pcondition
i as

dcondition
i = s$

P
±100P

condition
i

Iconditioni
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The median pause duration (DMSO) was calibrated to resemble pause duration of previous experiments in K562 cells with a calibra-

tion factor s obtained in (Gressel et al., 2019; Gressel et al., 2017).

ChIP-seq data preprocessing and normalization
Paired-end 42 or 75 bp reads with additional 6 bp of barcodes were obtained for each of the samples. Reads were aligned using

Bowtie 2 (2.3.5, RRID:SCR_005476) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) to both human hg38 (GRCh38) and D. melanogaster

(BDGP6.28). Bam files were filtered with Samtools (1.3.1, RRID:SCR_002105) (Li et al., 2009) to remove alignments with MAPQ

smaller than 7 (-q 7) and only proper pairs (-f 2) were selected. Further data processing was carried out using the R/Bioconductor

environment. ChIP-seq coverages were obtained from piled-up counts for every genomic position, using physical coverage, that

is, counting both sequenced bases covered by reads and unsequenced bases spanned between proper mate-pair reads. Data

was normalized using added D. melanogaster RNA spike-ins. Normalization factors were obtained by dividing the total

D.melanogaster read counts for each sample by the total read counts of the sample with the lowest read counts. ChIP-seq coverages

were divided by the respective normalization factors.

Elongation velocity estimation
For each condition (DMSO and Pla-B treated samples), each feature (exon and intron) in all intron-containing major isoforms

exceeding 10 kbp in length, or intronless genes, the elongation velocity vconditioni was calculated as

vconditioni =
s

t$k
$

P
featuretb

condition
iP

featureP
condition
i

with calibration factor s (please see Pause duration). For meta-gene plotting, the formula was altered with a smoothing approach as

follows

vconditioni =
s

t$k$200
$

P
±100tb

condition
iP

±5wi$P
condition
i

with calibration factor s and a weighting vector wi = ð1; 2; 3;4;5;6;5; 4; 3;2;1Þ.
Datasets for mNET-seq against CTD ser5P in HeLa cells upon 4 h DMSO and Pla-B treatments were obtained from (Schlackow

et al., 2017), GEO:GSE81662. Empigen treatment during IP was not performed in this publicly available dataset.
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